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Part number 1898-7027-01 

2018-19 Ford Mustang RTR  

Performance Pack Spoiler Lip  

GT and EcoBoost Models 

Component Identification 

 

1. RTR Spoiler Lip  1 

2. Adhesion Promoter (not shown) 2 

 

NOTE: This installation is best performed with 
the help of an assistant. RTR recommends “Dry 
Fitting” the Spoiler Lip onto the OEM Spoiler 
first, to familiarize yourself with the way in 
which the two parts mate.  

 

1. The RTR Spoiler Lip is intended to be installed on the 

trailing edge of the Performance Pack trunk spoiler. 

The RTR Spoiler Lip mounts to the OEM spoiler using 

high bond double sided tape. Proper surface prepara-

tion is very important.    

2. Along the upper edge, place a cut in the Tape Backer 

on each side approximately 1/3 of the way in, at the 

transition.  

3. Peel approximately one inch of the backer away on 

each side of the cut as shown.  

4. Wrap the peeled edges around the RTR Spoiler Lip 

and tape the edges down on the opposite side.  
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5. Peel and tape the backer on the outer edges of the 

RTR Spoiler Lip as shown.  

6. On the opposite side of the RTR Spoiler Lip, create 

another cut line in the backer at the mid point of the 

Spoiler.  

7. Peel approximately one inch of the backer away on 

each side of the cut as shown.  

8. Wrap the peeled edges around the RTR Spoiler Lip 

and tape the edges down on the opposite side.  

9. Using a mild soap and water solution, clean the OEM 

spoiler of any and all dirt and dust. When completely 

dry, wipe the top and bottom of the trailing edge using 

the supplied Adhesion Promoter.  

 

10. With the help of an assistant, slide the RTR Spoiler 

Lip onto the OEM spoiler. Firmly seat the center sec-

tion first, then bring the edges in and onto the sides of 

the OEM spoiler. NOTE: Precise alignment is critical for 

a successful install. 

MID POINT 
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NOTE: The OEM Spoiler has been removed for illustra-

tive purposes only and is not required for this installa-

tion.  
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11. With the RTR Spoiler Lip  in place, begin removing 

the tape backer from underneath the Lip.   

12. Pull the backer from each end of the strip until it is 

completely out from underneath the RTR Spoiler Lip 

then press firmly to bond the entire section of tape.  

13. Pull the backer out from underneath the lower portion of 

the RTR Spoiler Lip and press firmly to bond the tape to the 

OEM spoiler. 

14. Installation is now complete. 
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